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Controllable multicompartment morphologies from cooperative self-assembly of copolymer-copolymer blends
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Abstract

Multicompartment nanostructures, such as microcapsules with clearly separated shell and core, are not easily accessible by conventional block copolymer self-assembly. We assess a versatile computational strategy through cooperative assembly of diblock copolymer blends to generate spherical and cylindrical compartmentalized micelles with intricate structures and morphologies. The co-assembly strategy combines the advantages of polymer blending and incompatibility-induced phase separation. Following this strategy, various nanoassemblies of pure AB, binary AB/AC and ternary AB/AC/AD systems such as compartmentalized micelles with sponge-like, Janus, capsule-like and onion-like morphologies can be obtained. The formation and structural adjustment of microcapsule micelles, in which the shell or core can be occupied by either pure or mixed diblock copolymers, were explored. The mechanism involving the separation of shell and core copolymers is attributed to the stretching force differences of copolymers which drive the arrangement of different copolymers in a pathway to minimize the total interfacial energy. Moreover, by adjusting block interactions, an efficient approach is exhibited for regulating the shell or core composition and morphology in microcapsule micelles, such as the transition from the “pure shell/mixed core” morphology to the “mixed shell/pure core” morphology in the AB/AC/AD micelle. This mesoscale simulation study identifies the key factors governing co-assembly of diblock copolymer blends and provides bottom-up insights towards the design and optimization of new
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1 Introduction

The development of nanotechnology makes it necessary to manipulate materials at the nanometer level, thus, the ability to control the formation of specific structures is of great interest. However, it is often experimentally tedious to determine the parameter ranges of formation and stability of certain morphologies. Computer simulations can more efficiently scan large parameter spaces and guide experimental efforts to promising areas. Amphiphilic block copolymers of two or more chemically distinct polymer blocks are an important class of self-organizing molecules and can be used as templating materials for nanodevices since they self-assemble into a variety of organized aggregates, which include, e.g., spherical, cylindrical, vesicular and helical nanoobjects. The parameters which govern the morphologies of these aggregates include the stretching degree of the core-forming blocks, the micelle/solvent interfacial tension and the repulsive interactions among corona-forming chains. Morphologies can therefore be controlled by affecting contributions, such as selectivity of solvent, copolymer composition and concentration, additives, etc. Preparation of nanoobjects with well-defined geometries, e.g., multicompartment nanoparticle assemblies with multiple internal or external subdomains, is of broad interest in nanotechnology. Such nanoassemblies hold great promise for advanced nanotechnological applications, e.g., drug delivery, optical and electrical materials, since they represent a significant progress toward hierarchical self-assembly with versatile functions or architectural features.

Compartmentalized micelles self-assemble from pure diblock, triblock, star or comb.
copolymers. Such structures can also be obtained from the cooperative self-assembly of block
copolymer blends, such as AB/B\textsuperscript{23-26}, AB/AC\textsuperscript{27-30}, AB/CB\textsuperscript{12,31-37} and AB/BAB\textsuperscript{38,39}. Such
structures are the focus of the study here. Capital letters represent a block of monomers of the
same chemistry/interactions. The second component, which has specific interactions with
either block, will increase the complexity of self-assembly and introduce a second level of
hierarchy controlled by block-block interaction in addition to the solvent-block interaction\textsuperscript{40}.
Multifunctional hybrid micelles can be achieved by controlling the intermolecular self-
assembly strategies including monomer selection, architecture design, solution conditions
(pH, temperature, ionic strength), etc\textsuperscript{8,41-46}. This approach represents a powerful and
straightforward way to systematically tune the resulting micellar structures without having to
synthesize even more complex multiblock copolymers\textsuperscript{11}. Concentric core-shell corona\textsuperscript{34,35} and
nonconcentric\textsuperscript{47} nanostructures have been obtained by this approach. Zhu et al.\textsuperscript{37} produced
worm-like micelles with separated cores from blends of AB copolymer, PS-b-PEO, with
various hydrophobic BC copolymers, PS-b-P4VP, PS-b-PI and PS-b-PB. Gao et al.\textsuperscript{38} obtained
highly compartmentalized vesicles, multilayer and bicontinuous nanoassemblies as well as
porous nanospheres from blends of AB/BAB block copolymers (PEG-b-PS/PS-b-PEG-b-PS)
by combining blending and polymerization-induced self-assembly.

A cone-column mechanism involving curvature stabilization has been proposed for
morphological transitions of block copolymers\textsuperscript{48,49}. An example of this mechanism was the
coa-assembly of PS-b-PAA and PS-b-P4VP blends, demonstrating the preferential separation
of short hydrophilic corona chains, PS-b-PAA, to the interior of the micelles and of the long
chains, PS-b-P4VP, to the exterior, leading to stable interface curvature\textsuperscript{50}. The separation was
also observed when P4VP is positively charged (which implies a stronger repulsion) while PAA chains were neutral. The thermodynamic stabilization of curvatures in various morphologies is attributed to the interfacial energy between different blocks (enthalpy) and the stretching of copolymers (entropy). Thus, the central challenge for the formation of multicompartment micelles from block copolymer blends lies in directing multiple non-covalently linked and immiscible phases into different subdomains, in such a way as to minimize the total interfacial energy. Our study will focus on the parameter space where the different morphologies form and are stable.

To date, most studies involving the co-assembly of block copolymer blends have focused on the synthesis of polymers with particular chain architecture and electrostatic interaction, which, as indicated in the cone-column mechanism, provide a specific driving force for phase separation. These two aspects are mainly related to the intra- (relating to chain stretching) and inter- (relating to block incompatibility) repulsions of block copolymers. However, due to the complexity of coexisting mixed micelles from architecturally and chemically versatile block copolymers, many more explorations are needed.

The present work extends previous studies by systematically exploring the morphological consequences of changes in intra- and inter-repulsion strengths in block copolymer blends. Even a slight change in environmental conditions (e.g., pH, temperature) can have a major effect on the micellar morphology. Experimentally, modification of the repulsions can be realized by adopting stimuli-responsive block copolymer, in-situ reaction of copolymers, or modifying solution parameters. A systematic variation in the intra- and inter-repulsions of block copolymer blends will lead to better understanding of the co-assembly mechanism of
novel nanoassemblies.

Here, we explore the self-assembly of three types of systems, pure AB copolymers, binary mixtures AB/AC and ternary mixtures of AB/AC/AD copolymers, in which block A is hydrophilic and blocks B, C and D are different but all hydrophobic. The three diblock copolymers have to limit the already vast parameter space a symmetric chain architecture (equal monomer number per block) and equal chain length. The solvent selectivity of blocks B, C and D were kept the same to avoid interface driven arrangements. Two typical shapes of micelles, spheres and cylinders, were considered. The diblock copolymers in these systems were controllably guided into specific assembly pathways through the co-assembly of different copolymers, and the resulting nanostructures are, at least, kinetically stable. The role of chain stretching and block repulsion in the morphology transition and the formation mechanism was studied. Many multicompartment morphologies with precisely controlled core or shell composition and structure were obtained, and the strategy for the preparation of such structures was revealed.

2 Computational methods

We use dissipative particle dynamics (DPD)\textsuperscript{54}, a coarse-grained simulation technique that employs a soft repulsive potential and a momentum-conserving thermostat to control interactions of beads representing clusters of molecules. As a mesoscale method, DPD can be used to study physical phenomena at larger time and spatial scales than typical molecular dynamics. It has been successfully used for determining the mesophase self-assembly of block copolymers with various chain architectures\textsuperscript{11,55}.

In DPD, the many-body system evolves under Newton’s second law $m \frac{dv}{dt} = f$, where
\( \mathbf{v}_i \) and \( \mathbf{f}_i \) denote the velocity and force on the \( i \)th bead with mass \( m \) at time \( t \). The equation of motion is integrated using the velocity-Verlet algorithm\(^{54} \). The force on bead \( i \) is a sum of a conservative, dissipative, and random forces as well as bond stretching force, i.e., \( \mathbf{f}_i = \sum_j (\mathbf{F}_{ij}^C + \mathbf{F}_{ij}^D + \mathbf{F}_{ij}^R) + \mathbf{F}_{ij}^S \), where the sum runs over all beads \( j \) within a cutoff radius \( r_c \). The conservative force is given by \( \mathbf{F}_{ij}^C = a_{ij} \omega_C(r_{ij}) \mathbf{e}_{ij} \), where \( a_{ij} \) is the maximum repulsive parameter between beads \( i \) and \( j \). The dissipative and random forces are \( \mathbf{F}_{ij}^D = -\gamma \omega_D(r_{ij})(\mathbf{r}_{ij} \cdot \mathbf{v}_{ij})\mathbf{r}_{ij} \) and \( \mathbf{F}_{ij}^R = \sigma \omega_R(r_{ij})\xi_{ij}(dt)^{1/2}\mathbf{r}_{ij} \), respectively, where \( \mathbf{r}_{ij} = r_{ij}/r_c \) with \( r_{ij} = \left| \mathbf{r}_i - \mathbf{r}_j \right| \), \( \mathbf{v}_{ij} = \mathbf{v}_i - \mathbf{v}_j \), and \( \xi_{ij} \) is a zero-mean Gaussian random variable of unit variance with \( \xi_{ij} = \xi_{ji} \). Both, dissipative and random, forces act together as a thermostat of the system. Their strengths are determined by \( \gamma \) and \( \sigma^2 = 2k_B T \gamma \), respectively, where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant and \( T \) is the system temperature. The bond stretching force is represented by \( \mathbf{F}_{ij}^S = C r_{ij} \) with a stiffness constant \( C \). We use the dissipative parameter \( \gamma = 4.5 \), thermal energy \( k_B T = 1 \) and stiffness constant \( C = -4 \).

The repulsive parameter \( a_{ij} \) determines interactions of polymer blocks. By assuming \( a_{ii} = a_{jj} \), \( a_{ij} \) is determined by the Flory-Huggins parameter \( \chi_{ij} \) through\(^ {54} \) \( a_{ij} = a_{ii} + 3.50 \chi_{ij} \). The \( \chi_{ij} \) among polymer blocks can be obtained from \( \chi_{ij} = (\Delta E_{\text{mix}} V_r)/(RT \phi_i \phi_j V) \), where \( R \) is the gas constant and \( T \) is temperature; \( \phi_i \) and \( \phi_j \) are the relative fractions of components \( i \) and \( j \); \( V \) is total volume and \( V_r \) is the reference volume; \( \Delta E_{\text{mix}} \) is the mixing energy of two components.

One can use a typical diblock copolymer, PS (polystyrene)-b-PEO (polyethyleneoxide), as reference to relate to experiments. The repulsive parameters of water-PS, water-PEO and PS-PEO are \( a_{W-PS} = 76.18 \), \( a_{W-PEO} = 26.05 \), \( a_{PS-PEO} = 37.04 \), consistent with previous studies\(^ {55-57} \). The detailed simulation procedure was identical to that in Ref. \(^ {55} \).
the three typical systems, i.e., AB, AB/AC and AB/AC/AD, were mainly based on the PS-b-PEO system. All like-particle repulsive parameters were set to $a_i = 25$, and the repulsive parameters between all hydrophobic blocks and water were identical, i.e. $a_{BW} = a_{CW} = a_{DW} = 76.18$. In particular, water selectivity of the hydrophilic blocks was examined by varying $a_{AW}$ from 20 to 33; self-repulsions of copolymers, i.e., the repulsive parameters between the two blocks on copolymer chains, were examined by varying $a_{AB}$, $a_{AC}$ and $a_{AD}$ from 25 to 60; compatibilities of different types of copolymers were examined by setting $a_{BC}$, $a_{BD}$ and $a_{CD}$ to 25 (compatible) or 45 (incompatible). The repulsive parameters are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1.** Repulsive parameters $a_a$ used in DPD simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>W</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>25~60</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>25~60</td>
<td>25/45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>37.04/60</td>
<td>25/45</td>
<td>25/45</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>20/26.05/33</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>76.18</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS simulation package. The three types of diblock copolymer chains all have 5 hydrophilic beads of type A bonded to 5 hydrophobic beads of one of the other types B, C or D. The starting structures were constructed by randomly placing the solvent beads and polymers in a cubic box of size $45r_c \times 45r_c \times 45r_c$, containing 273,375 beads. Two typical volume fractions of polymer, 20% and 30%, were considered throughout the paper. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. The initial structures were first energy minimized for 1,000 steps using a conjugate gradient algorithm. Then, production runs started by generating random velocities on all particles by a Gaussian distribution, and use $1.5 \times 10^6$ steps for each model. If this does not lead to a stable morphology, another run of the same length is added. In our simulations, we set the time step
Δt = 0.05, bead mass \( m = 1 \), cutoff radius \( r_c = 1 \) and temperature \( T = 1 \). All values are given in DPD units.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Self-Assembly of Pure AB Systems

For nanoassemblies of individual block copolymers, their morphology can be tuned by solvent selectivity of polymer blocks and chain stretching\textsuperscript{14}. In the AB system with equal molar ratio of A and B, the morphology depends largely on the hydrophilicity of block A and the repulsive force between A and B. The effect of the hydrophilicity of block A on the morphology of the AB system was studied for AB concentrations \( \phi_{AB} \) from 10% ~ 30% (Figure S1 in Supporting Information (SI), \( a_{AB} = 37.04, a_{BW} = 76.18 \)). At \( a_{AW} = 20 \), block A is extremely hydrophilic and a set of separated worm-like clusters was obtained due to the very large micelle/solvent interface tension. The cluster number is increased by increasing \( \phi_{AB} \), while the cluster size is nearly unaffected. At \( a_{AW} = 26.05 \), block A is compatible with solvent and the polymers tend to form bilayer systems (vesicles at \( \phi_{AB} \leq 15\% \) or lamellae at \( \phi_{AB} \geq 20\%) \). Larger \( a_{AW} \) value at 33 leads to big aggregated micelles (spheres at \( \phi_{AB} \leq 25\% \) or cylinders at \( \phi_{AB} = 30\%) \) with multicompartent (sponge-like) inner structures due to the smaller micelle/solvent interface tension. The morphological evolution “from worm to bilayer to multicompartent” affords the equilibrium system reduced micelle/solvent interface area (or energy) and increased configurational entropy of copolymers\textsuperscript{14}. The self-assemblies at \( a_{AW} = 26.05 \) are consistent with real PS-b-PEO solution in experiments\textsuperscript{4,38,59}. 


Figure 1. Morphologies of the pure AB system when $\phi_{AB}$ equals 20% (sphere) and 30% (cylinder) ($a_{AW} = 33$, $a_{AB} = 37.04$, $a_{BW} = 76.18$). Color scheme: A-pink, B-cyan. Water is not shown for clarity.

Compared to worm-like or vesicular morphologies, the spherical or cylindrical micelles $a_{AW} = 33$ with subdivided solvophobic cores have greater potential as multicompartment templates (Figure 1)\textsuperscript{18}. These micelles grow in size proportionately if the box volume were increased (Figure S2 in SI). However, the box size effects are not dominating. We performed additional simulations where we doubled the system size of the $45^3$ system in two directions (quadrupled volume). The micelles are complete stable at the continuation of the simulations (Figure S3 in SI). We also performed simulations with $44^3$ and $46^3$ system size keeping the particle number the same as in the $45^3$ simulation where we again see stable simulations with slightly changed pressure again indicating that system size has only a minor effect (Figure S4 in SI).

The effect of chain stretching on the morphology of the AB system was studied focusing on the spherical and cylindrical micelles at $a_{AW} = 33$. As shown in Figure 2a, with increasing $a_{AB}$ from 30 to 60, the interior structures of the two micelles grow from extremely small hydrophobic subdomains (e.g., 30) to larger hydrophobic subdomains (e.g., 37.04 and 45),
and finally to well-ordered onion-like hydrophobic subdomains (three layers). The morphological transitions were quantitatively examined by measuring the radial density profiles of block B as a function of $a_{AB}$ (Figure 2b and 2c). In the case of the spherical micelle (Figure 2b), a plateau ($r < 12$) and a peak ($r = 13.8$) are observed at $a_{AB} = 25$, corresponding to the disordered sponge-like subdomains and the more aggregated surface layer, respectively. With increasing $a_{AB}$, two more peaks appear, and the peak height is gradually increased, indicating larger layering of the blocks at the peak positions. Finally, at $a_{AB} = 60$, the lowest point between two peaks reaches zero, indicating that blocks A and B are fully segregated and a perfect onion-like structure is obtained. Similar transitions can be obtained from the radial density profiles of the cylindrical micelle. Moreover, according to the highest points of the peaks at $a_{AB} = 60$, the layer densities of the spherical and cylindrical onions are averaged to be 3.51 and 3.37, respectively, which are about 17% and 12% larger than the system density ($\rho = 3$). The averaged widths between neighboring hydrophobic layers are 4.72 and 4.79 for the spherical and cylindrical micelles, respectively.
Figure 2. Morphological variations (a) and radial density (block B) profiles (b,c) of the spherical (cross sections, $\phi_{AB} = 20\%$) and cylindrical ($\phi_{AB} = 30\%$) micelles as a function of $a_{AB}$ ($a_{AW} = 33$, $a_{BW} = 76.18$). Color scheme for morphologies as in Figure 1.

The formation of onion-like nanoassemblies has been experimentally observed for similar diblock copolymer systems by controlling solvent selectivity or chain stretching\textsuperscript{3-4}. Since larger $a_{AB}$ increases the segregation of the polymers, the two blocks separate from each other to minimize interfacial area and lower interfacial energy. The aggregated random subdomains of the two blocks prefer to adopt arrangements to align perpendicular to the normal of the micelle, leading to a morphological transition from random distribution state to concentric layered state, such as onion-like, with less curved interfaces and are energetically favorable\textsuperscript{14}. Therefore, for AB copolymers with a proper hydrophilicity of block A ($a_{AC} = 33$), multicompartment spherical or cylindrical micelles with specific arrangement of hydrophobic subdomains can be obtained through controlling the repulsion of the two blocks.

3.2 Cooperative Self-Assembly of Binary AB/AC Systems

If a second solvophobic component C is included, e.g., in AB/AC blends, it is possible to access additional elaborate structures with subdivided B and C core domains\textsuperscript{18}. In an A
selective solution, the cooperative self-assembly of the AB/AC blends depends largely on factors such as relative segregation degree of AB and AC, compatibility of B and C and relative concentration of AB and AC. Figure 3 shows a morphology diagram obtained from AB/AC blends (20% and 30% with $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 10% : 10\%$ and $15% : 15\%$, respectively) as a function of $a_{AB}$ and $a_{AC}$ when blocks B and C are compatible ($a_{BC} = 25$) and incompatible ($a_{BC} = 45$). In general, the two concentrations 20% and 30% of the blends lead to spherical and cylindrical morphologies, respectively. When B and C are miscible ($a_{BC} = 25$), the two blended blocks form sponge-like (or porous) hydrophobic domains within the micelle at small values of $a_{AB}$ and $a_{AC}$, and with increasing $a_{AB}$ and/or $a_{AC}$, the hydrophobic domains gradually become well-ordered onion-like due to increased segregation of copolymers. Examples for $a_{AB}/a_{AC}$ 37.04/37.04, 60/37.04 and 60/60 are presented. For larger incompatibility of B and C ($a_{BC} = 45$), the two subdomains are completely separated due to strong repulsion. Janus-like morphologies where multiple B and C domains each occupy half of the micelle, are obtained at segregation degrees of $a_{AB} = a_{AC} = 25 \sim 40$ (e.g., $a_{AB} = a_{AC} = 37.04$). If $a_{AB}$ is larger than $a_{AC}$ (e.g., $a_{AB} = 60$, $a_{AC} = 37.04$), AB copolymers are driven to the surface of the micelle, while AC copolymers become encapsulated. The encapsulation happens only if AC cannot form well-ordered layering structures. If $a_{AC}$ also becomes very large (e.g., $a_{AB} = a_{AC} = 60$), both copolymers have strong segregation and form onion-like layers in the micelle, and as a result, the onion-like layers are randomly occupied by separated B and C domains due to the competing alignment of them. Similar morphological evolutions are observed in both spherical (20%) and cylindrical (30%) micelles.
Figure 3. Morphology diagram of the spherical (cross sections, $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 10\% : 10\%$) and cylindrical ($\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 15\% : 15\%$) micelles at different values of $a_{AB}$ and $a_{AC}$. Down triangle region: $a_{BC} = 25$; up triangle region: $a_{BC} = 45$. Symbols of open circle (●), solid circle (●), solid up triangle (▲), solid down triangle (▼) and solid square (■) represent micelles with mixed porous, mixed onion, Janus, split onion and capsule morphologies, respectively. Color scheme for morphologies: A-pink, B-cyan, C-purple.

Multicompartiment micelles with separated AB shell and AC core ($a_{AB} = 60$, $a_{AC} = 37.04$, $a_{BC} = 45$) should be dependent on the relative concentration of the two copolymers. Figure 4a shows the morphological evolutions of the spherical and cylindrical micelles as a function of $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC}$. Since AB copolymers prefer the surface, a growing tendency of the AB shell area is observed with increasing $\phi_{AB}$. For spherical and cylindrical micelles, complete outer shells are obtained at $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 13\% : 7\%$ and 17.5% : 12.5%, and two complete shells are obtained at $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 18.7\% : 1.3\%$ and 27.5% : 2.5%, respectively. The formation of multiple shells on the micelle is outside-in as a function of $\phi_{AB}$, which provides a possible strategy for controlling the local shell structure of microcapsule micelles. The encapsulation processes are
quantitatively examined by plotting the radial density profiles of block B versus $\phi_{AB}$ (Figure 4b and 4c). Three density peaks representing the three hydrophobic layers in the two models appear and grow with increasing $\phi_{AB}$. For both, the spherical and cylindrical micelles, the hydrophobic layer densities are measured to be 3.49 and 3.38 (highest point of peak), and the widths between neighboring hydrophobic layers are 4.82 and 4.84, respectively. The structures of the assembled microcapsules, e.g., shell number, shell thickness and core capacity, depend largely on the architecture and concentration of the copolymers. More intriguing local structures can be obtained by properly modifying the polymer or solution properties.
Based on the observation that block copolymers with larger segregation degree form the shell of a micelle, we examined possible pathways to modify the surface properties by regulating the relative locations of AB and AC domains. The ability to regulate the surface property of nanostructures can be potentially applied to nanodevices demanding stimuli sensitive change of surface property. In Figure 5, we first obtain spherical micelles with AB and AC occupying the shell and core regions, respectively ($a_{AB} = 37.04$ and $a_{AC} = 30$), then $a_{AC}$ is increased to 60 to study the morphological evolution of the micelles. In experiments, such a property variation of copolymers can be accomplished by changing solution conditions. Our simulations show that if the initial micelle has an incomplete AB shell ($\phi_{AB} < 13\%$), the increased segregation force of AC at $a_{AC} = 60$ will drive them to the micelle surface through the notch on AB shell, thus the relative location of AB and AC is reversed. The surface coverage of the reversed micelle depends on the initial $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC}$ (e.g., a complete reversed shell at 7% : 13%, and an incomplete reversed shell at 10% : 10%). However, if the
initial micelle has a complete shell ($\phi_{AB} \geq 13\%$), the reversal of AB and AC does not happen at $a_{AC} = 60$, but the AC core orders in an onion-like structure. In this case the reversing force of AC copolymers is not large enough to break the integrity of the shell and AC copolymers are kinetically trapped.

**Figure 5.** Reverse evolutions of the spherical micelles with several typical values of $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC}$ when $a_{AC}$ is increased from 30 to 60 (cross sections, $a_{AB} = 37.04$, $a_{BC} = 45$). Color scheme as in Figure 4.

It should be noted that the relative size of $a_{AB}$ and $a_{AC}$ should be precisely controlled to obtain perfect microcapsule structures in binary AB/AC micelles. Figure 6 presents the morphological evolutions of the spherical ($\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 13\% : 7\%$) and cylindrical ($\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} = 17.5\% : 12.5\%$) microcapsules with complete shells as a function of $a_{AC}$ ($a_{AB} = 60$ and $a_{BC} = 45$). At $a_{AC} = 37.04$ and 45, both micelles show controllable structures in which AB and AC copolymers occupy the shell and the core regions, respectively. However, at $a_{AC} = 50$, 55 or...
60, AC copolymers will compete with AB copolymers for their locations since they both tend to occupy the surface layer of the micelle, and the overall arrangement of the AB and AC domains becomes irregular. There appears to be a threshold for the segregation degree of AC at which AC are totally encapsulated by AB. If AC copolymers have larger segregation degree than the threshold, AB copolymers will not be able to pass though the surrounding AC layer, even though the outward driving force of AB is still larger than AC. This is instructive for the preparation of microcapsule structures with specific compositions of the shell and core that one has to be very careful about the relative size of the segregation degrees of the two diblock copolymers.

![Figure 6](image.png)

**Figure 6.** Morphological evolutions of the spherical and cylindrical micelles as a function of $a_{AC}$ (cross sections, $a_{AB} = 60$, $a_{BC} = 45$). Color scheme as in Figure 4.

The morphologies of AB/AC self-assembled blends demonstrate a new way to prepare novel multicompartiment micelles with precisely controlled local structures. Scheme 1 presents three co-assembly pathways based on the combination of a pure porous (sponge-like) micelle and a pure onion-like micelle, which can be obtained from diblock copolymers.
with weak or strong segregation degrees, respectively. Specifically, the combination of two porous micelles (i.e., both weak segregation degrees) will lead to Janus or mixed porous micelles, the combination of a porous micelle and an onion-like micelle (i.e., weak and strong segregation degrees, respectively) will lead to capsule-like and mixed onion-like micelles, and the combination of two onion-like micelles (i.e., both strong segregation degrees) will lead to split onion-like and mixed onion-like micelles, depending on the incompatibility of two hydrophobic blocks. Clearly, two major factors, i.e., intra- (segregation degree) and inter- (incompatibility) repulsions of diblock copolymers, have profound effects on controlling the arrangement of the two polymers in the micelle. In driving polymer arrangements, the intra-repulsion provides an outside-in mechanism based on curvature (or strength) of layered copolymers, while the inter-repulsion provides a demixing mechanism based on incompatibility of hydrophobic blocks, in such a way as to minimize the total interfacial energy. The availability of diverse morphologies from diblock copolymer blends is therefore dependent on the competition of the two mechanisms.
**Scheme 1.** Schematic illustrations of the cooperative self-assembly strategies of binary diblock copolymer blends for novel morphologies. The combination procedure from “pure” to “binary blend” indicates a blend of two different diblock copolymers. The arrows between different binary micelles indicate a possible transition by modifying the incompatibility of blocks. Brown domains denote pure hydrophilic blocks; yellow, blue and dark domains denote pure hydrophobic blocks; white-dark domains denote hydrophobic block blends.

### 3.3 Cooperative Self-Assembly of Ternary AB/AC/AD Systems

To further expand the number of morphologies, blending of ternary AB/AC/AD diblock copolymers leads to multicompartment micelles with more complex compartment distributions in the core or shell\textsuperscript{18,50}. Based on the assembly pathways in the binary system above, the central challenge of the ternary system lies in confining multiple phases that spontaneously blend or separate under different incompatibilities, which is driven by unfavorable mixing enthalpy\textsuperscript{14}. In AB/AC/AD co-assembled blends, we emphasize two major aspects, i.e., tuning multiple hydrophobic phases in either the shell or core region of the microcapsule micelles obtained above by the additional D block. As depicted in Figure 7, nanoassemblies with mixed shell and pure core domains are observed if the segregation degrees of AB and AC are much larger than AD \((a_{AB} = a_{AC} = 60\) and \(a_{AD} = 37.04\)). These morphologies can be obtained from a one-step co-assembly of the ternary blends driven by the gap of the stretching forces between AB/AC and AD. The incompatibility of B and C drives demixing of the shell from multipatch for weak repulsion \((a_{BC} = 25)\) to complete Janus separation for strong repulsion \((a_{BC} = 45)\). Two possible distribution patterns are obtained for the Janus separation of the cylindrical micelle shell. The shell characteristics of the
multicompartment micelles can be controlled by modifying the solvophobic interaction of the two hydrophobic blocks in the shell. The $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} : \phi_{AD}$ values for the spherical and cylindrical micelles in Figure 7 are 6.5% : 6.5% : 7% and 8.75% : 8.75% : 12.5%, respectively, leading to complete AB/AC shells and kinetically trapped AD cores. More shell structures with different thickness or coverage are available by controlling the copolymer concentration or architectures in the ternary system.

**Figure 7.** Morphologies of the spherical (cross sections, $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} : \phi_{AD} = 6.5\% : 6.5\% : 7\%$) and cylindrical ($\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} : \phi_{AD} = 8.75\% : 8.75\% : 12.5\%$) micelles with mixed shells (AB/AC) and pure cores (AD) ($a_{AB} = a_{AC} = 60, a_{AD} = 37.04$). Color scheme: A-pink, B-cyan, C-purple, D-green.

For nanoassemblies with pure shell and mixed core domains (Figure 8), morphologies were obtained from a two-step co-assembly process. First, interaction parameters of $a_{AB} = 60$, $a_{AC} = a_{AD} = 37.04$ and $a_{BC} = a_{BD} = 45$ were implemented to make sure that AC/AD can be kinetically trapped and separated by AB. The $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} : \phi_{AD}$ values are 13% : 3.5% : 3.5% and 17.5% : 6.25% : 6.25% for the spherical and cylindrical micelles, respectively, leading to complete AB shells. Second, co-assembly of the AC/AD blend at the core was initiated by
adopting different segregation degrees or repulsions of the two copolymers. At $a_{AC} = a_{AD} = 37.04$, the incompatibility of C and D drives demixing of the core from multipatch for weak repulsion ($a_{CD} = 25$) to complete Janus separation for strong repulsion ($a_{CD} = 45$). If the segregation degree of AC is increased (e.g., $a_{AC} = 60$, $a_{AD} = 37.04$), onion-like core morphology is obtained at $a_{CD} = 25$ (compatible C and D), and capsule-like core morphology is obtained at $a_{CD} = 45$ (incompatible C and D). If AC and AD have large segregation degrees ($a_{AC} = a_{AD} = 60$), better-ordered onion-like core morphology with mixed or split AC/AD compartments are observed at $a_{CD} = 25$ (compatible C and D) and $a_{CD} = 45$ (incompatible C and D), respectively. These self-assemblies of the AC/AD blend within the confined spherical or tubular spaces are seen to be consistent with those without the confining wall. Thus, our binary structures are transferable to ternary microcapsules preserving self-repulsive and block compatibility dependent cooperative self-assembly patterns.
Figure 8. Morphologies of the spherical (cross sections, $\phi_{\text{AB}} : \phi_{\text{AC}} : \phi_{\text{AD}} = 13\% : 3.5\% : 3.5\%$) and cylindrical (cross sections, $\phi_{\text{AB}} : \phi_{\text{AC}} : \phi_{\text{AD}} = 17.5\% : 6.25\% : 6.25\%$) micelles with pure shells (AB) and mixed cores (AC/AD) ($a_{\text{AB}} = 60$). Color scheme as in Figure 7.

Since the local composition and structure of the ternary microcapsule can be tuned by changing the interactions of the blocks, we now explore a manipulation of the microcapsule from the “mixed shell/pure core” structure to the “pure shell/mixed core” structure (Figure 9). During this transition, only the repulsive forces between different hydrophobic blocks are modified, while the segregation degrees of copolymers remain unchanged at $a_{\text{AB}} = 60$, $a_{\text{AC}} = 45$ and $a_{\text{AD}} = 37.04$. For a “pure shell/mixed core” structure like (a1) or (b1) ($a_{\text{BC}} = a_{\text{BD}} = 45$, $a_{\text{CD}} = 25$), if the repulsion between C and D is increased ($a_{\text{BC}} = a_{\text{BD}} = a_{\text{CD}} = 45$), the AC/AD blend will be split and form a “layer-by-layer” structure like (a3) or (b3) due to the gap of the segregation degrees between AC and AD. Based on this structure, if the repulsion between B and C is decreased ($a_{\text{BC}} = 25$, $a_{\text{BD}} = a_{\text{CD}} = 45$), the initial-split AB and AC layers will blend with each other and form a “mixed shell/pure core” structure like (a5) or (b5). (a2)/(b2) and (a4)/(b4) show the intermediate states of the two processes. Also, the two processes can be reversed if the interactions between the hydrophobic blocks are modified in another direction.

The $\phi_{\text{AB}} : \phi_{\text{AC}} : \phi_{\text{AD}}$ values are $13\% : 5.7\% : 1.3\%$ and $17.5\% : 10\% : 2.5\%$ for the spherical and cylindrical micelles, respectively, leading to three complete, separate layers in (a3) and (b3). The above strategy exhibits great potential in tuning the surficial or inner property of microcapsule micelles.
Figure 9. Manipulation of the structural transitions of spherical (cross sections, $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} : \phi_{AD} = 13\% : 5.7\% : 1.3\%$) and cylindrical (cross sections, $\phi_{AB} : \phi_{AC} : \phi_{AD} = 17.5\% : 10\% : 2.5\%$) micelles from the “pure shell/mixed core” state (a1, b1) to the “mixed shell/pure core” state (a5, b5) by adjusting the interactions between hydrophobic blocks. (a2 ~ a4) and (b2 ~ b4) indicate the intermediate states. Color scheme as in Figure 7.

The formation of ternary multicompartiment micelles with specific local structures is illustrated in Scheme 2. Two co-assembly pathways combining a pure porous micelle and a pure onion-like micelle, relating to weak and strong segregation degrees of copolymers, is presented. In the ternary system, the combination of two porous micelles and an onion-like micelle will lead to morphologies such as “pure shell/Janus core”, “pure shell/mixed core”, “ternary mixed onion”, and “mixed shell/pure core”; the combination of a porous micelle and two onion-like micelles will lead to morphologies such as “pure shell/split core”, “pure shell/mixed onion core”, “split shell/pure core”, and “mixed onion shell/pure core”. The co-assembly mechanism of the ternary blends is basically consistent with that in the binary blends, and we are able to manipulate more specifically the local structure and composition.
of the shell or core regions in ternary micelles through the third component. Moreover, it is noteworthy that some of these morphologies are obtained from a two-step simulation, during which an alteration of block interactions (intra- or inter-) are needed. We expect that the experimental preparation of such nanostructures may be accomplished by modifying solution parameters or environment stimuli. In combination with Scheme 1, we present a systematic understanding for the construction of multicompartiment micelles with large compositional and geometrical complexity through the co-assembly of diblock copolymer blends. These schemes can be applied to both spherical and cylindrical micelles according to our simulations.

**Scheme 2.** Schematic illustrations of the cooperative self-assembly strategy of ternary diblock copolymer blends for novel morphologies. The combination procedure from “pure” to “ternary blend” indicates a blend of three different diblock copolymers. The arrows between different ternary micelles indicate a possible transition by modifying the incompatibility of blocks. Brown domains denote pure hydrophilic blocks; yellow, blue, dark and green domains denote pure hydrophobic blocks; white-dark domains denote hydrophobic block blends.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, a strategy combining the advantages of diblock copolymer blending and incompatibility-induced phase separation is proposed to prepare multicompartment spherical and cylindrical micelles from AB, AB/AC and AB/AC/AD systems. AB self-assembled micelles exhibit sponge-like compartments and well-ordered onion-like compartments with weak and strong stretching degrees of AB, respectively. In AB/AC blends, the formation of the typical compartmentalized micelles including morphologies of sponge, Janus, capsule, onion, etc. was investigated, and it was suggested that the relative stretching or incompatibility of AB and AC were involved in the morphologies of the co-assembled micelles. The formation of microcapsule micelles with separate AB shell and AC core was explored and mechanism was attributed to the large stretching difference of the two polymers. Further, in AB/AC/AD blends, we demonstrate the preparation of multicompartment micelles with more intricate structures and morphologies at the core or shell by modifying the interaction parameters affecting the relative stretching or incompatibility of copolymers. In particular, a method involving the manipulation of block repulsions was revealed for regulating the shell and core composition or morphology of the ternary multicompartment micelle. Our results demonstrate an efficient methodology for the preparation of multicompartment micelles with ingenious morphologies through the co-assembly of diblock copolymer blends, and some of which, such as the structural adjustable microcapsule micelles, are expected to have potential application.
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